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Siemens Makes its Factories Greener

Siemens is investing up to 100 million euros until the end of 2012 to make its factories greener. The company is currently analysing the
environmental performance and energy efficiency of its some 300 most important sites worldwide. The goal is to reduce energy and CO2
emissions by 20 percent by the end of 2011. Siemens is also offering the green test to its suppliers. In the next two years they are to check their
companies' energy and environmental efficiency. "We want to be the first industrial enterprise in the world with an entirely environmentally
friendly supply chain," said Barbara Kux, member of Siemens' Managing Board and Chief Sustainability Officer. It is estimated that the
company's 1,000 most important suppliers alone could reduce their CO2 emissions by 1.5 million tons a year and their energy costs by around
170 million euros. 

In order to improve the energy and environmental records of its factories, Siemens is currently carrying out an inspection of its own production
facilities, using the latest products of its environmental portfolio for the purpose. However, the supply chain does not begin at the factory gates –
noticeable improvements could also be achieved with the supply firms. Siemens works particularly closely with around 1,000 suppliers. They
were selected for their high purchasing volume and particularly energyintensive production processes with energy accounting for up to 45
percent of their costs. They are thus particularly important if the energy consumption of Siemens' entire supply chain is to be permanently
reduced. The 80 largest suppliers among them are to undergo an environmental and energy check by Siemens experts around once a week. A
further approximately 80 suppliers are undertaking a one- to three-day check with the help of Siemens specialists. More than 800 are to make
their own, web-based check. The remaining suppliers can carry out a shortened environmental check for their company online.
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